Operations II POP - On Time Supplier Delivery Report
➢ On Time Supplier Delivery Report
The On-time Supplier Delivery Report will be based on Scheduled Delivery Dates.
The report will look at all actual delivery on a Purchase Order in a specified date range and see
how these matches to the Expected delivery for that Purchase Order.
The user will be able to run the report by selecting a Date range.

Excel Output
It will also be possible to output the data for either version to a spread sheet for further querying.

Rules for Calculating Early and Late Deliveries and Failed Deliveries
A picture will be built up for each actual delivery and it will be analyses as being early, on time,
short delivered or not delivered.
As the quantities of actual deliveries may differ to the expected deliveries these also need to be
taken into account.
The bespoke must consume all deliveries against the schedule dates and calculate the days and
quantities early and late to the respective.
For example:
For a required delivery of 20 units over two specific dates where the good arrived in two different
batches on different dates the following calculations will be performed:
Expected Receipt: 10 on 01/10/2019 and 10 on 08/10/2019
Actual receipts 12 on 02/10/2019 and 7 on 07/10/2019
Date

Qty
Expected

Qty Received

Days Early/+Late

Qty Early/+Late

01/10

10

02/10

10 (for the 1/10)

1

-10

Failed

02/10

2 (for the 8/10)

-6

2

Passed

07/10

7 (for the 8/10)

-1

7

Passed

08/10

10

Not
Delivered

1

Failed?

Failed
50%
Pass

Even though there are only two deliveries, there are three points of analysis as the second delivery
had some late stock and some early stock.
Note: Any one actual delivery may have stock that is late for one expected delivery, on time for
another and early for the next expected delivery or any combination of one or two of these options
and must be identified accordingly.

Operations II POP - On Time Supplier Delivery Report - £550.00
Annual Maintenance and Support - £125.00

